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Abstract
Various styles naturally exist in an image domain. To generate images with certain
style, previous works would usually feed a style encoding as an input to the network.
However, a fixed network may lack the capability to present different styles in the target domain precisely, and the style input may also lose its impact along the generation
process. In this paper, we propose Guided Filter GAN for multi-modal image-to-image
translation via guided filter generation, in which filters at convolutional and deconvolutional layers are constructed dynamically from the style representation from either a
target domain image or random distribution. Compared to conventional treatment of
style representations being network input, the proposed approach amplifies the guidance
of the given style meanwhile enhances the capacity of with dynamic parameters to adapt
to different styles. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our Guided Filter GAN on various image-to-image translation tasks, where the experimental results show our approach
could precisely render a reference style onto the conditional image and generate images
with high fidelity and large diversity in terms of FID and LPIPS metric.

1

Introduction

Image-to-image translation or conditional image generation is the task to convert an image
from its original domain to a target domain. Numerous researches in generative deep models
fall into the category and promising results have been demonstrated for this problem [9, 10,
14, 19, 23, 27, 35, 36]. Many practical applications can also be categorized as an sub problem
in this vast field and thus have drawn focus from researchers as well, such as colorization [10,
17, 33], super-resolution [11, 16, 18] and style transfer [2, 8, 22, 26].
The boost in this field results largely from the success of deep generative models. Early
models [10, 35] translate the conditional image to a deterministic target image. To allow
for multi-modal generation, an intuitive way is to inject random noise as an extra input as
in unconditional GANs [5]. However, this proves to have little effect in the conditional
generation task [10, 36], implying the random noise is likely ignored. Therefore, researchers
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Figure 1: Guided Filter GAN (GFGAN). Convolutional filters are constructed dynamically
from the style image or random noises, enforcing the guidance of certain style meanwhile
allowing the model to adapt its weights for different styles.
turn to other architectures to achieve diversity. Instead of modelling the domain translation
as a deterministic mapping for each image, it can be modelled as an conditional process
under various instances of target styles. Following this path, several works [9, 19] propose
to encode the styles in images from target domain to a latent space to replace the random
noise as extra input to the generative network. These works manage to achieve multi-mode
generations and bring in new possibility as they enable guided generations, where a reference
image from target domain can be specified at generation to provide specific style information.
The output of a network is determined by the input and its weights. Previous works [9,
19] focus on exploring the input: style images are encoded into a latent vector and inputted
to the decoder to allow for guided generation. In contrast, we focus on exploring both input
and weights. If a style image is inputted to the model and the weights are dependent on the
style, the information from the style is enforced into the output of the layer. When multiple
layers are constructed in this manner, the style would be injected into the output repeatedly.
Moreover, if the weights of a layer can adapt dynamically to the style, such flexibility is
expected to enhance the capacity of the model to precisely present more possible styles
compared to only a fixed set of parameters.
In this paper, we propose Guided Filter GAN (GFGAN) which dynamically generates
filters at convolutional/deconvolutional layers from the style image using hypernetworks,
allowing the network adapting its parameters to the given style. The guided convolutional
layer would easily replace their conventional counterparts thus can fit easily into various
existing conditional generation architectures. In this paper we take a conventional uni-modal
architecture [10] as the underlying model and replace the corresponding layers with guided
layers, which instantly enables its capability for multi-modal generation from simple style
input. We apply GFGAN on various tasks of image-to-image translation. Experimental
results demonstrate that GFGAN could successfully render the given style to the conditional
input with accuracy and are able to produce generations with high fidelity and diversity.
Superior performances compared against state-of-the-art approaches are observed in terms
of FID and LPIPS.

2

Related Works

Image-to-image translation. Pioneering works [10, 20, 35] for image-to-image translations are deterministic: one output is generated for a given conditional image, thus lacking
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diversity in the generated images. Naive attempts have been made to increase the generation
variety by injecting random noise to the model, which usually is ignored by the generator [10, 36] and shows very limited ability in increasing diversity. Recent works have been
proposed to tackle the problem. Multi-agent GAN [4] encourages diverse generations by
learning multiple generators simultaneously. However, the number of outputs are limited by
the number of generators trained. BicycleGAN [36] consists of two cycles and incorporates
two GAN modules: cVAE-GAN that learns the cycle image → random noise → image, and
cLR-GAN that learns the cycle random noise → image → random noise. MSGAN [24]
proposed a regularization term to enforce the generations being different for different random noises with same conditional input. MUNIT [9] and DRIT [19] learns disentangled
representations of images by assuming that image representation can be decomposed into
a content code and a style code, and multimodal generation could be enabled by injecting
different style codes with same content code to the model.
Style transfer. Style transfer is one important application of conditional image generation. The goal is to transfer the style suggested by a style image to an image while preserving
its content. Most existing style transfer algorithms are confined to one certain style [11] or a
certain set of pre-defined styles [2]. AdaIn [8] is a state-of-the-art algorithm in this field, in
which the statistics of a given style images are learned and used to parameterize a instance
normalization layer to align the corresponding statistics of the content images to adaptively
transfer the styles while preserving the contents. Approaches proposed for multimodal generation are also capable of perform adaptive style transfer. However, since they cannot differentiate finer differences among images within same domain thus show limited ability in
learning the styles.
Weights generation. Generating weights of networks has drawn many attentions since
Hypernetworks [6], and researchers have adopted the idea addressing problems in various
fields. Approaches [25, 28, 31, 32] have been proposed to adapt a model to new tasks. Parameter redundancy [3] and network compression [6] have also been explored by predicting
network parameters. Classification has also seen the success of dynamic network, CondConv [30] learns a set of convolutional kernels and combine them differently according to
the input. In generative models the idea is explored to help layout-to-image generation [21]
where a semantic label map is used to predict convolutional kernels to generate intermediate
features maps used for the eventual synthesis. BasisGAN [29] also adopts this idea to predict
the parameters of generator from random noise thus multi-modal generation is enabled by
sampling different set of random noises to produce different sets of network parameters. The
focus of their work is to inject stochasticity directly to the network parameters to force diversity in the generation. To the contrast, our GFGAN focuses on constructing filters to adapt
to different input styles and express them more precisely in the generation. StyleGAN [12]
generates mean and variance for a set of adaptive instance normalization layers based on
style code, these normalization layers help apply various attributes to the generated images.
StyleGAN2 [13] improves upon the StyleGAN by modifying the adaptive instance normalization layers and introducing the weight modulation on the convolutional layers. Similar to
BasisGAN, StyleGAN and StyleGAN2 are also proposed for unconditional generation and
are not designed to generate based on given style images.

3

Approach

In this section, we introduce our Guided Filter GAN (GFGAN) that constructs the convolutional/deconvolutional filters in the network dynamically from the style representation either
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Figure 2: Overview of Guided Filter GAN (GFGAN). For a style representation that comes
from either a target domain image or random distribution, the guided layers will firstly generate filter basis from the style representation and then linearly combines the basis into convolutional/deconvolutional filters with a set of learnable coefficients. With these guided layers
the style information is repeatedly enforced into the output. Adversarial and reconstruction
loss are utilized at training time.
extracted from target domain images or sampled from a simple distribution. We start by
introducing the guided convolutional filters in Section 3.1. We then introduce how to learn
the proposed model in Section 3.2. An overview of the model is illustrated in Figure 2.

3.1

Guided Convolutional Filter

Assume a style representation s that carries a specific style information from the target domain is present, the conditional generation relies heavily on how to incorporating the style
representation in the generation process. As the output of a network is mostly determined by
the input and its weights, different from previous works [9, 19] that focus on exploring style
encoding as input, we focus on exploring both input and weights instead. We argue that if
the weights of a layer are generated from the style input, the information from the style is
enforced into the output of the layer. When multiple layers are constructed in this manner,
the style would be injected into the output repeatedly.
Though it’s intuitive to directly generate the filter weights all-together from the style
representation, the weights are of a rather high dimension and generating all the weights
directly would require even larger set of parameters and considerable extra computation
time. To address the problem, we proposed to factorize convolutional filters into a set of
filter basis and a coefficient matrix that linearly combines the basis. Moreover, instead of
using a fixed filter basis, we choose to generate the filter basis for different styles while learn
a set of universal coefficients for different styles at the layer. The dimension of the basis
can be chosen so that generating these basis are less time consuming and more parameter
efficient.
Consider the convolutional layer at l th layer with Ninl input channels and kernel size Sl .
Each basis for this layer is set to the shape Sl × Sl × Ninl and a set of K l basis is generated
from the style representation. Thus the filter basis Bl is of shape Sl × Sl × Ninl × K l . The basis
Bl at layer l is constructed dynamically from the style representation s by the guided filter
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generator Glgf .
Bl = Glgf (s).

(1)

l is learned to linearly combine the set of
Another set of coefficients Wcl of shape K l × Nout
l
l .
generated basis to construct the actual filter Wgf at l th layer of shape Sl × Sl × Ninl × Nout

Wgfl (s) = R−1 (R(Bl ) ·Wcl ),

(2)

where R denotes the operation to reshape Bl into shape (Sl × Sl × Ninl ) × K l and R−1 denotes
l .
the inverse operation to reshape the multiplication result back to shape Sl × Sl × Ninl × Nout
The same construction process can be applied to deconvolutional layers in exact the same
way.

3.2

Learning GFGAN

The proposed GFGAN can be incorporated in various conditional generation tasks by replacing the conventional convolutional/deconvolutional filters in the generators with our guided
filters in the underlying models. In this work we demonstrate how it can work with an
underlying pix2pix structure and trained with paired image data from two domains, while
adaptation to most conditional generation models can be done in exactly the same way.
We assume the the presence style representation in the discussion above. In practice,
style representations could come from various sources as encoded from target domain images
or sampled from a distribution. Encoded style representation take the advantage from real
target domain images while sampled random style representations grant the flexibility at
deployment when no real images can be used as reference. We take the advantage of both by
using style encoded from reference images as well as sampled from a uniform distribution
at training time. This enables the network the ability to translate a conditional image either
based on a reference image or randomly with a sampled style at test time.
For each training image pair (x, y) with same content from two different domains, we
encode the target domain image y into style representation se ,
se = E(y),

(3)

where E is a encoding module, and construct weights at all guided filter convolutional or
deconvolutional layers Wgf (s) = {Wgfl }l . The loss for this training pair would consist of a
reconstruction term as well as a adversarial term
L pair = Ex,y |y − G(x;Wgf (E(y)))|
+ Ex,y [log(D(x))] + Ex,y [log(1 − D(G(x;Wgf (E(y))))],

(4)
(5)

where G is the generator network and D is the discriminator network. And meanwhile we
also sample random style representation sr of same dimension from a uniform distribution,
and apply adversarial loss to make sure generator constructed with weights Wgf (sr ) would
generate realistic images
Lrandom =Ex,y [log(D(x))] + Ex,y,sr [log(1 − D(G(x;Wgf (sr )))],

(6)

The final objective would be a combination of the two objectives above,
J = arg min max L pair + Lrandom
G

D

(7)
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Experiments

We validate GFGAN on multiple image-to-image translation tasks, including labels → building facades, maps → aerial photos, segmentations → street photos, edges → handbag photos
and edges → shoe photos. For each dataset, we explore two different generation settings: (a)
reference generation setting where reference images from target domain are given to guide
the translation and (b) random generation setting where no reference is provided.
Training Details. All the conditional generation models are trained on images of size
256 × 256. We implement our models with the Tensorflow [1] framework and all models
are trained with Adam optimizer [15]. We do not use any network to encoder the style image
but rather simply down-sample the reference image as the style representation for the filter
construction. The guided filter generator network is a two layer MLP and the number of basis is set to 8 for all layers across all tasks. We adopt the Pix2Pix [10] with residue blocks as
the underlying model for our GFGAN, where every convolutional layer and deconvolutional
layer is replaced correspondingly with guided layer.
Quantitative Metrics. To quantitatively measure the generated images, the following metrics are used in the experiments, Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [7] and LPIPS [34]. FID
is an extensively used metric to compare the statistics of generated samples to real images
from that domain. We use this metric to quantitatively evaluate the quality of generated images (lower FID indicates higher generation quality). LPIPS is the other metric adopted in
our experiments which computes the distance of output images in the feature space given
the same input [9, 19, 36]. It is a widely used metric to quantitatively evaluate the diversity
(higher LPIPS indicates higher diversity) of generated images.
Baseline Models. We compare our GFGAN to the following state-of-the-art models that are
also capable of generating multi-modal outputs: (a) BicycleGAN [36]: BicycleGAN learns
to model the distribution of the latent representation of target domain images via two cycle
losses which reconstructs the image and latent representation along domain translation respectively, with sampling from the latent representation it’s capable to generate multi-modal
outputs (b) DRIT [19]: DRIT learns to disentangle the content and style in an image into
different encodings, and feed the style representation combined with the conditional image
to the generator for generation and aside from extracting style from reference DRIT could
also incorporate random noise style for multi-modal generation (c) MUNIT [9]: MUNIT also
learns to disentagle style and content while takes a different way to utilize the disentagled
representations compared to DRIT (d) MSGAN [24]: MSGAN introduces a mode-seeking
loss to encourage the diversity in the generation.

4.1

Image-to-Image Translation

Labels → Building Facades The task is to translate segmentation maps of building facades
into realistic photos maintaining the building structure. The results can be found in Table 1.
Our GFGAN outperformed baseline approaches in both metrics, indicating the generated
images are of higher fidelity and diversity. For reference generation, the comparison with
DRIT and MUNIT can be found in Figure 3. GFGAN successfully recover the colors of the
reference images meanwhile render the conditional image accordingly with photorealistic
quality. The generations from DRIT show more artifacts and more importantly the colors
of the reference images are not fully expressed and the diversity among these guided generations are less significant, MUNIT recovers the color better but the accuracy and quality
is still not as good as GFGAN. Random generations with style sampled from the uniform
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Figure 3: Visualizations of reference image guided generation. GFGAN is able to capture
the style in the reference image and render it in a realistic way onto the conditional image
for a high quality generation. DRIT in comparison does not express the color precisely and
the generated images are less diverse and realistic. More visualizations can be found in the
supplementary material.
distribution are included in Figure 4, even without the guidance from a real target domain
image GFGAN is still able to generate various reasonable outputs.
labels → building facades
Random
Reference
FID ↓ LPIPS ↑ FID ↓ LPIPS ↑
BicycleGAN 96.07
0.3013
MSGAN
90.71
0.3804
DRIT
120.71
0.1836
122.35
0.1091
MUNIT
119.92
0.2713
141.47
0.2303
Ours
77.3
0.3810
91.48
0.3691
Table 1: FID and LPIPS metrics for different models on labels → building facades.
Edges → Shoe Photos and Edges → Handbag Photos The tasks for these datasets are to
translate edges of shoes and handbags into photos preserving the content. The quantitative results are in Table 2, where GFGAN also demonstrates its effectiveness in generating diverse
outputs with high fidelity especially at the guided generation setting. Though for handbag
photo generation DRIT shows better diversity in the unconstrained generation setting, GFGAN could generate more realistic images with its lead in FID. We also include qualitative
results to compare the guided generation results. This time DRIT could also differentiate
the input styles and render them differently in the generation, however, certain colors are
not recovered accurately in the output. MUNIT again recovers the color better and generates more realistic images compared to DRIT. GFGAN also demonstrates its effectiveness in
precisely transferring the styles from reference to the final output while maintaining a high
quality, outperforming the other approaches significantly. Random generations are included
in Figure 4.
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edges → shoe photos
Random
Reference
FID ↓ LPIPS ↑ FID ↓ LPIPS ↑
BicycleGAN 64.28
0.1519
DRIT
106.16
0.2040
99.8
0.1346
66.87
0.1273
64.23
0.1715
MUNIT
GFGAN
35.57
0.2088
39.77
0.1911
edges → handbag photos
Random
Reference
FID ↓ LPIPS ↑ FID ↓ LPIPS ↑
BicycleGAN 56.21
0.2225
DRIT
79.73
0.2788
70.47
0.2399
MUNIT
49.86
0.1667
50.45
0.2144
GFGAN
40.83
0.2613
41.8
0.3017
Table 2: FID and LPIPS metrics for different models on edges → shoe / handbag photos.
Maps → Aerial Photos The task for this dataset is to translate a crop of map into a corresponding aerial image. Quantitative results can be found in Table 3. GFGAN achieves best
FID indicating better image quality. DRIT shows a stronger diversity in the unconstrained
generation setting, suggesting it’s sacrificing part of fidelity to express more extreme styles
and the same situation also happens to MSGAN with higher LPIPS but worse FID.
maps → aerial photos
Random
Reference
FID ↓ LPIPS ↑ FID ↓ LPIPS ↑
BicycleGAN 104.56
0.1039
MSGAN
141.91
0.4915
DRIT
123.45
0.3115
133.05
0.2265
121.99
0.0996
126.56
0.0986
MUNIT
GFGAN
96.37
0.2409
116.75
0.2186
Table 3: FID and LPIPS metrics for different models on maps → aerial photos.
Segmentations → Street Photos For this task we train the models on Cityscapes dataset to
translate segmentions into street photos at a car view. The quantitative results can be found
in Table 4 where GFGAN take the lead in both image quality and diversity for both settings.
segmentations → street photos
Random
Reference
FID ↓ LPIPS ↑ FID ↓ LPIPS ↑
BicycleGAN 119.51
0.2082
DRIT
81.98
0.2755
130.47
0.1466
MUNIT
59.90
0.1743
57.43
0.2457
GFGAN
35.13
0.3964
35.22
0.3306
Table 4: FID and LPIPS metrics for different models on segmentations → street photos.
Overall the GFGAN achieves best quality and most of the time highest diversity as well
across various image-to-image translation tasks. Qualitative results on guided generation
further demonstrate its strength in its accuracy to render a given reference image onto the
conditional image meanwhile generating realistic images in the target domain. All these
results validate our intuition that constructing convolutional filters from style representations
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Figure 4: Visualizations of random sampled images. The style representations are sampled
from a uniform distribution. GFGAN can generate diverse images with high fidelity through
simple sampling of style representation with the guided filters. More visualizations can be
found in the supplementary material.
helps with the guidance of style information over the output and brings in extra capacity for
the model to adapt to various styles with tailored parameters.

4.2

Ablation Study

Ablation study on number of basis. The number of basis K serves to balance the parameter
size and the model capacity. To better understand the influence of the number of basis on
the quality and diversity of generated images, we conduct experiments on labels → building
facades with different choices of basis number K as in Table 5.
Random
Reference
# filter basis FID ↓ LPIPS ↑ FID ↓ LPIPS ↑
Fixed Filter 128.95
0.0
4
87.68
0.3515
93.22
0.3425
8
77.3
0.3810
91.48
0.3691
16
76.47
0.3711
95.84
0.3641
32
73.02
0.3755
93.21
0.3753
Table 5: Ablation study on number of filter basis on task labels → building facades.
We first include the results with conventional fixed convolutional layers, and the model
thus becomes the vanilla Pixel2Pixel, the image quality is significantly worse than when we
use the guided filters and there’s also no diversity in the generated images. When the number
of basis increase from 4 to 8, an overall improvement of performance is observed. While
more basis filters does not bring significant improvement. This may result from the increased
difficulty in learning the model with the extra complexity in the guided filter generation. We
also include some qualitative results with 4 and 8 basis in Fig 5. Using more filter basis help
with rendering the style more smoothly and accurately onto the conditional image, it also
helps improve image quality.
Effect of guided filters on different layers. In the above experiments we replace every
convolutional and deconvolutional layer in the underlying Pix2Pix network with our guided
filter layer. It would be desirable to know what role these layers are playing in the generation
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Figure 5: Reference based generations with 4 and 8 basis resepectively.
process. To explore the effect of guided filters at different layers, we train two variants of
GFGAN with guided filters in part of convolutional/deconvolutional layers on the facades
dataset. In the first variant we replace the filters in the convolutional layers till the end of
last residue block with guided filter layers and denote it as Top GFGAN. In the other variant
we leave all those convolutional layers untouched while replace the rest convolutional and
deconvolutional layers with guided filter layers which we denote as Bottom GFGAN. The
quantitative results can be found in Table 6. The Top GFGAN results in a slightly worse performance than the full model. Even if the final layers are not guided layers, the model still
performs well in fidelity and diversity, this is suggesting that the style information enforced
earlier in the network parameters is still taking effect at later layers. The Bottom GFGAN
model incorporate less portion of layers of guided filter, it shows a satisfying guided generation quality while outperformed by other models in random generation quality as well as
both diversity by a lot. This is indicating that the guided filters at final layers does effectively
enhance the capacity, but is still not sufficient to express all the different styles faithfully by
themselves.
Random
Reference
FID ↓ LPIPS ↑ FID ↓ LPIPS ↑
Top GFGAN
77.97
0.3662
95.22
0.3652
0.2215
93.06
0.1496
Bottom GFGAN 93.58
GFGAN
77.3
0.381
91.48
0.3691
Table 6: Ablation study results on the influence of guided filters at different layers on the
task labels → building facades.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose GFGAN with guided filter generation for image-to-image translation. The convolutional filters are constructed dynamically according to a style representation that can either be encoded from a target domain image or sampled from a random
distribution. The proposed approach is generic as the guided filter generation process can
be directly applied to most existing generative networks by simply replacing the convolutional filters with corresponding guided filters. By conducting experiments on various
image-to-image translation tasks, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the guided filters for
better generation quality as well faithfully express various styles for diversity. Quantitative
measurements shows a superior performance over state-of-the-art methods on both image
fidelity and diversity of our model, and qualitative results demonstrate GFGAN could render
reference style onto the conditional image accurately.
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